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Mysterious atmospheres, intense colours, spicy perfumes, candlelight
infused with the sensuality of female movement. This is what we bring
to you in ”1001 nights: a journey through the centuries”, an oriental
dance spectacular provided by the Moons of the East, dancers with a
passion for oriental dance. You will be carried on an imaginary space-
time voyage tracing the story of the dance from its ancient origins up
to our present day. 
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oriental folk dance

alto mate
mediterranean jazz
Fabrizio Bai presents his new album Alto Mate on stage in the
Amphitheatre. The Latin timbre of this work is typical of this composer
and is heard once again in these pieces. Some are a homage to the
popular music of Argentina such as the Milonga, while others recall the
Brazilian “Choro”. The album seeks to add European colour to this
through Italian melody and Giacomo Rossi’s double bass and Andrea
Libero Cito’s violin help transport the listener into this Mediterranean
setting. There are hints of modern jazz but always with a Latin rhythm. 
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officina del malcontento
Barbera & Champagne

As the title suggest this concert expresses the 2 characters of the
group: that of popular traditional music and that of famous singer-
songwriters. A musical journey through differing Italian regions, the
repertoire coming from Italian and international composers including
original works by Carla Baldini and Dino Simone. The concert contains
songs in Italian, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Greek sung
by Carla Baldini and Dino Simone.
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locura de guitarras
FLAMENCO - WORLD MUSIC - LATIN JAZZ 
"Locura de Guitarras" translated from the Spanish as the madness of
guitars expresses the main emotion that the two artists covey to the
audience during the performance.  Sometimes virtuous, sometimes
romantic and always exciting the duo alternate original compositions
by Riccardo Ascani with pieces from Latin American, Cuban, Spanish,
Mexican, Latin Jazz & Mediterranean repertoires rearranged with care
and flair in the Flamenco key. At the centre of the music the two
guitars with their arpeggios and passionate melodies seem to talk to
each other on stage as if they were alive! 
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‘Na voce e ‘na chitarra

The voice of Marco Rencinai & the guitar of Silvia Tosi retrace the most
beautiful Italian melodies. From Gluck’s aria ‘ O del mio dolce ardor, the
salon romances of Mauro Giuliani to the celebrated seranade ‘Deh,
vieni alla finestra’. Not forgetting the master of ‘bel canto’ Vincenzo
Bellini & Giordani’s famous ‘Caro mio ben’ & finally the most beautiful
Neapolitan songs from songwriters like A’ Vucchella di Tosti with lyrics
by D’Annunzio & ‘Era de’ maggio’ a poem by Salvatore di Giacomo set
to music by Costa.

Arias, Romanze, Italian songs for tenor and guitar
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o samba e o tango
Samba and tango
The famous song by the Brazilian singer-songwriter Caetano Veloso
gives its name to this concert which expresses the love that Nadia De
Sanctis (a voice well known to the audiences of the Amphitheatre) has
for the two largest countries in South America, Brazil & Argentina.
Songs have been chosen from the vast repertoire of two genres,
samba & tango.  The skilful guitar of Fabrizio Bai and the wonderful
cello of Andrea Beninati accompany Nadia in this journey of the heart.
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Tremisse
From classical to traditional folk songs
The trio ‘TreMisse’ was born in the summer of 2017 with the aim of
seeking to combine different timbres. Thus Sara Ceccarelli on flute &
piccolo, Marta Marini on mandolin & guitare Silvia Golini on clarinet &
bass clarinet got together to seek to create something new in the field
of music. The pieces chosen range from classical to popular and have
been specifically arranged for these instruments.
The name of the group has a double meaning, one coming from the
name of a coin used in the late Roman Empire, the tremisse, the other
coming from the number of members in the group with the addition of
‘e’ which is typical of the spoken Tuscan dialect.
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train de vie
musica folk italiana
Train de Vie is a completely self-sufficient band still selling their albums
at concerts with their own label and doing all their own bookings etc.
Their music is Italian Indie folk, their stories are from lived experience,
real journeys, everything within living memory. Venti (20) is a new show
to celebrate the 20th anniversary of this band from Florence.
The album features Davide DUDU Morandi and Massimo ICE Ghiacci of
Modena City Ramblers, Luca Lanzi of La Casa del Vento, Marino Severini
of GANG, Marco Paolini, Itaiata De Sà of Negrita and Andrea Ruggiero,
long standing friends with who Train de Vie have shared the stage
many times.


